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Jeff Munroe joins Darwin Alternatives 

Jeff Munroe, a former CIO at Newton Investment Management, has joined Darwin 
Alternatives as a Strategic Advisor.   

Darwin Alternatives offers innovative alternative investment solutions, including investments 
in UK holiday parks and bereavement services assets.  Clients include some of the UK’s largest 
local authority and corporate pension schemes. Jeff’s role as Strategic Advisor will focus on 
evaluating new opportunities within the private market sector that would provide suitable 
investments for long-term pension fund investors. 

Commenting on his new role, Jeff Munroe said “I’m looking forward to working with the 
experienced team at Darwin Alternatives.  They already offer unique investment solutions and 
I hope that we can uncover some new un-tapped business ideas that will make attractive 
investment propositions for UK pension funds”.  

Jeff spent 28 years at Newton.  He was CIO from 2001 to 2012 before moving to a more 
focused investment role in the organisation, where he was Investment Leader in the Global 
Equities team and the lead portfolio manager for Sustainable US Equity strategies.  He left the 
firm at the end of December 2021. 
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Darwin Alternative Investment Management Limited (Darwin Alternatives) is an independent 
investment house that offers innovative, alpha-driven investment solutions which aim to 
provide long-term investors with stable absolute returns which can enhance capital and 
provide predictable levels of income.   

Darwin Alternatives advises on over £1 billion* of assets and is the Investment Advisor to the 
Darwin Leisure Property Fund and Darwin Leisure Development Fund, which both invest in UK 
holiday parks.  Darwin has changed the face of the industry, transforming low-revenue 
tenting and touring sites into luxury lodge resorts and utilising strong management and 
economies of scale to increase profits at established holiday parks.  Darwin Alternatives is 
also the Investment Advisor to the Darwin Bereavement Services Fund, which is a core Social 
Infrastructure solution for institutional investors to acquire UK bereavement services assets 
which are actively managed to deliver sustainable, long-term free cash flow.  

 
*as at 31 December 2021 

 
This press release is issued and approved by Darwin Alternative Investment Management Limited of Empire House, 175 Piccadilly, London, W1J 
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This is a marketing communication. Please refer to the prospectus of the Darwin Leisure Property Fund, Darwin Leisure Development Fund or 
Darwin Bereavement Services Fund before making any final investment decisions. 
 
This document is not an offer to sell or an invitation to apply for any product or service of Darwin Alternatives.  Darwin Alternative Investment 
Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

 


